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Stand up and shake like a dog shaking water off its body.  This has been shown to help release

excess body tension and clear the head.

Breathe out completely through pursed lips (like blowing on a bowl of soup) 3 times

Massage the 5 key acupressure points to enhance concentration and clear thinking.  Rub each of

the spots indicated for 1- 2 minutes

Fear is a completely natural human experience that needs to be acknowledged, and occurs in response

to feeling out of control in a crisis situation, especially those in which we don’t have a clear action we

can take to mitigate the crisis. Ancient cultures talk about fear being an energy that “rises in the

body”, exemplified by the fact that when we are afraid we often feel light headed, have racing

thoughts, difficulty concentrating, and make ineffective decisions.  Without first addressing how the

fear affects us physically, trying to motivate people in a positive direction is a moot point.  As a side

note, fear weakens our immune systems making it more likely that people will get sick from any

number of viruses, including COVID-19.

 

Several times a day encourage your team members to do a “fear scrubbing” to clear and ground their

physical and emotional systems.
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Address The Fear

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeyIYmER3CL4x13L7EPTnUQ


Most people in an ongoing and unresolved crisis know that they need to focus on work

responsibilities but find their thoughts drifting to the safety of friends and loved ones.  Closing down

contact with the people we care about creates an even greater degree of insecurity and mental

confusion.  Let your team members know that its ok to check in with people they care about during

the day, and request that they batch their work appropriately so as to stay both productive for

predetermined lengths of uninterrupted time and feel connected to love ones.

Every person has a unique set of internal motivators.  For some people “having all the answers” is

really energizing while someone else may become most effective when they feel deeply connected to

everyone else on the team.  Knowing your team members individual motivational drivers is key to

keeping people engaged, on task, and effective.  Stoke your team members individual motivators

consistently with practical and compassionate communication, letting them know that you see and

recognize them as the person they most want to be.

 

For a cheat sheet of the 9 Motivational Drivers, visit our website homepage.
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Encourage Check Ins and Open Discussions

Stoke Individual Motivation

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeyIYmER3CL4x13L7EPTnUQ
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Arguably the most polarized and powerful drivers of human behavior are fear and purpose.  We

addressed fear above, now let’s amp up the purpose!  People on purpose have been known to survive

the most horrible circumstances, from POW camps to being lost at sea.  There is no better time than

now to convey to your teams how what they do on a daily basis makes a powerful, positive impact in

other peoples lives.  Whereas motivators are uniquely individual, organizational purpose is shared

and expressed by each individual as a coherent whole.  Help make connections between how what is

important to your team members is important to your organizations overall purpose.  Focus on

opportunities where the shared purpose of all your employees can add pertinent and timely value to

your clients and consumers.  What unique problems have just popped up for your customers?  What

are your team members noting that your clients are struggling with?  Employee your teams greater

purpose to fill those needs and watch productivity soar!
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Focus on Shared Purpose

When you need your people at their best, especially when external circumstances are

challenging, Motivation Beyond Measure can help. We are here if you want support, just

reach at - info@MotivationBeyondMeasure.com or call us at (802) 448-2619.

 

Print the following page and post in your office for an easy reminder
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